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In this paper, we consider a second order variational evolution equation in a
Hilbert space, which can model an elastic system with damping and gyroscopic for-
ces. A new form of the corresponding first order evolution equation is introduced,
and its well-posedness is proved by means of the semigroup theory. We give suf-
ficient conditions for analyticity and differentiablity of the associated semigroup.
The results are applied to several PDEs with discontinuous coefficients and
mechanical boundary conditions. It is proved that Russell’s spacial hysteresis model
of a vibrating beam [22] is associated with an exponentially stable, analytic semi-
group.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Although analysis of infinite-dimensional dynamical systems is much
more difficult than finite-dimensional ones, much work has been done (for
example, see [9, 18, 25] and the references cited therein). This paper is
devoted to the problem of whether a damped linear elastic system is
associated with an analytic or differentiable semigroup on its finite energy
state space. If the answer is affirmative, the system is well known to have
at least the following dynamical properties:
(i) The states of the system will become to infinitely smooth in time
after initial time;
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(ii) The exponential rate of decaygrowth of energy is determined by
the spectrum of the system;
(iii) Vibration modes with higher frequency decay at higher exponen-
tial rates.
The consideration of this problem seems to have been initiated by Chen
and Russell [6] in 1981. They studied the damped elastic system described
by the second order equation
w (t)+Bw* (t)+Aw(t)=0 (1.1)
in a Hilbert space H, where A (the elastic operator) is a positive definite,
self-adjoint operator in H, and B (the damping operator) is a positive self-
adjoint operator in H. They reduced (1.1) to the first order equation in
H_H
d
dt _
A12w
w* &=_
0
&A12
A12
&B&_
A12w
w* & . (1.2)
Let V=D(A12), H=V_H with the naturally induced inner products.
Then, equation (1.2) is equivalent to the first order equation in H
d
dt _
w
w* &=AB _
w
w* & , (1.3)
where
{AB=_
0
&A
I
&B& , (1.4)
D(AB)=D(A)_[D(A12) & D(B)].
Chen and Russell [6] conjectured that AB is the infinitesimal generator of
an analytic semigroup on H if
D(A12)/D(B) (1.5)
and either of the following two inequalities holds for some constant \1>0:
\1 &A14v&H&B12v&H , \v # D(A14); (1.6)
\1 &A12v&H&Bv&H , \v # D(A12). (1.7)
In the same paper they obtained some partial results in this direction. The
complete proofs of the two conjectures were given by Huang [11, 12].
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Then, other sufficient conditions for AB or its closure AB to generate an
analyticdifferentiable semigroup on H were discussed in [7, 8, 13], and
[14] by choosing B to be an operator comparable with A: for 0<:1,
based on an explicit matrix representation of the resolvent operator of AB
or AB .
Condition (1.5) implies D(A14)/D(B12) [17], and hence B12A&14 is
a bounded operator on H by the closed graph theorem. On the other hand,
we point out that condition (1.5) for the first conjecture can not be
replaced by D(B12)=D(A14) (see the counterexample in the next section).
The idea considering (1.1) as a model of a vibrating continuum structure
with damping may arise from the model governed by ODE [15]. However,
in the PDE literature (for example, see [18, 19]), Eq. (1.1) is usually
regarded as more general one in V* (V*#H*=H#V ), or equivalently,
a variational evolution equation. The property of AB generating a C0 -semi-
group on H implies that equation (1.1) is strongly wellposed in H, i.e., that
the Cauchy problem for (1.1) is wellposed (see [10] or [26] for the defini-
tion) and Assumption 3.1 in [10, Chap. 8] holds. S. Chen, K. Liu, and Z.
Liu [4] have given an example for which the corresponding (1.1) is not
strongly wellposed in H although AB generates an analytic semigroup on
H. In fact, we can lose strong wellposedness of (1.1) and the setting (1.4)
can be improper in certain cases, see Proposition 2.1 and 2.2 in the next
section. Moreover, for some models with mechanical boundary conditions,
such as that in Example 1 in Section 5, we do not even know how to define
B in H directly.
In this paper, we consider analyticity and differentiability of the C0-semi-
group giving the solution to a second order variational evolution equation.
This model can also cover elastic systems with gyroscopic forces, such as
bending vibration equations of a rotating beam and a pipeline containing
flowing fluid. In Section 2, we first give a condition under which (1.1) is not
strongly wellposed. Then we study a beam equation with a discontinuous
damping coefficient. It is proved that the corresponding AB is not the
infinitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup on the space with the natural
energy norm. In Section 3, by the representation theorems we introduce
our new setting on the first order reduction. The wellposedness of the
second order equation follows from the generation of a C0-semigroup. In
Section 4, we provide sufficient conditions for the associated semigroup to
be analytic or differentiable in Theorem 4.1. This theorem covers all the
known results whenever (1.1) is written in the variational form. Since our
resolvent operator no longer has the matrix representation, we combine a
contradiction argument and multiplier techniques to carry out an unified
and simplified proof. Also see [20] for use of contradiction argument in the
proofs of analyticity and differentiability of some C0 -semigroups. Finally,
in Section 5 we illustrate the applicability of our main result with several
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concrete models, none of which can be treated by the known abstract
results in the references mentioned above. The first example concerns
Russell’s spacial hysteresis model of a vibrating beam [22]. We prove that
the system is associated with an exponentially stable, analytic semigroup,
although its damping quadratic form is not positive definite. Another
example is a model of bending vibration of a pipeline with a structural
damping containing flowing fluid. The analyticity of the associated semi-
group is proved. The last example is associated with a differentiable semi-
group.
2. EXAMPLE CONCERNING ILL-POSEDNESS
Proposition 2.1. Let A be a positive definite, self-adjoint operator in H
and B be a nonnegative self-adjoint operator in H. Let
2(*)=*2+*B+A with the domain D2=D(A) & D(B). (2.1)
Assume that D(A12)/D(B12) and D2 is not dense in D(A12). Then the
range R(2(*)){H for all *>0. Thus, Eq. (1.1) is not strongly wellposed in
H.
Proof. For any *>0, define in H a sesquilinear form
{a*(u, v)=*
2(u, v)+*(B12u, B12v)+(A12u, A12v) ,
D(a*)=D(A12)#V.
(2.2)
Then a* is an equivalent inner product on V since D(A12)/D(B12).
Therefore, there exists a positive definite, self-adjoint operator 2 in H, the
Friedrichs extension of 2(*) [16], such that
D(2 12)=V, D2 /D(2 ), 2 |D2=2(*). (2.3)
This, combined with the assumption that D2 is not dense in V, implies
D2{D(2 ). Observing 2 &1 # L(H), we then know that the range
R(2(*)){H. Lastly, it follows from the result in [10] or [26] that equa-
tion (1.1) is not strongly wellposed in H. K
Consider a damped beam equation
{w (x, t)+w$$$$(x, t)&(d(x) w* $(x, t))$=0, (x, t) # (0, 2)_R
+,
w(0, t)=w(2, t)=w$(0, t)=w$(2, t)=0, t>0.
(2.4)
where
d(x)={1 for 0<x<1,2 for 1<x<2. (2.5)
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Hereafter, we use dot for time derivative and prime for spacial derivative.
Let H=L2(0, 2). Define in H
Aw=w$$$$, D(A)=H 4(0, 2) & H 20(0, 2), (2.6)
Bv=&(d(x) v$)$, D(B)=[v # H 10(0, 2) | dv$ # H
1(0, 2)]. (2.7)
(H k is the Sobolev space of order k, see [1].) Then both A and B are
positive definite, self-adjoint operators in H. Moreover, we have
D(A12)=H 20(0, 2), D(B
12)=D(A14)=H 10(0, 2). (2.8)
Proposition 2.2. AB defined by (1.4), (2.6) and (2.7) is densely defined,
closed, dissipative in H=H 20(0, 2)_L
2(0, 2), but the range R(I&AB){H.
Thus AB (=AB) is not the infinitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup on H.
Proof. Proposition 2.2 follows from Proposition 2.1 and the closedness
of AB . However, we also give a direct proof here.
Obviously, AB is dissipative in H. It is easy to verify that
D1 #D(A12) & D(B)=[v # H 20(0, 2) | v$(1)=0], (2.9)
R1 #R(AB)=AB[D(A)_D1]=D1_H is closed in H, (2.10)
A&1B =\&A
&1B
I
&A&1
0 + is bounded in H. (2.11)
Hence, D(AB)=D(A)_D1 is dense in H and AB is closed. Since R1 {H
( in fact, R1 is a nontrivial hyperplane in H), we get 0 # _(AB). If the range
R(I&AB)=H, by the dissipativeness of AB there exists a sequence of
positive numbers +n # \(AB) such that +n  0. This, together with
0 # _(AB), implies that &(+n&AB) &1&L(H) is unbounded. Therefore, there
exist Z0 # H and a subsequence of +n , denoted still by +n , such that
&(+n&AB)&1 Z0&H  +. Let
Zn=
(+n&AB) &1 Z0
&(+n&AB)&1 Z0&H
. (2.12)
We then have
Zn # D(AB), &Zn&H=1, ABZn  0 in H, (2.13)
a contradiction with (2.11). Thus R(I&AB){H. K
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3. A NEW SETTING
Consider the following variational evolution equation
c(w (t), w^)+b(w* (t), w^)+a(w(t), w^)=0, \w^ # V, t>0. (3.1)
A damped linear elastic system can be written in the form (3.1), where
a(v, v) and c(v, v) are the strain energy and kinetic energy quadratic forms,
respectively, Re b(v, v) and Im b(v, v) represent damping and gyroscopic
forces, respectively (cf. [15, 18]). Therefore, We assume that
(A1) V, H are Hilbert spaces with inner product and norm a( } , } )
and & }&V , c( } , } ) and & }&, respectively;
(A2) V/H is a continuous and dense embedding.
Assumptions (A1) and (A2) imply that there exists a self-adjoint, positive
definite operator A in H such that ([16])
D(A12)=V, a(u, v)=c(A12u, A12v), \u, v # V. (3.2)
It is clear that for every 0<;1, D(A;) is also a Hilbert space with the
inner product c(A; } , A; } ). We further assume that
(A3) b( } , } ) is a continuous sesquilinear form on D(A:2). By the
Riesz representation theorem, assumption (A3) implies that there exists an
operator S1 # L(D(A:2)) such that
b(u, v)=c(A:2S1u, A:2v), \u, v # D(A:2). (3.3)
Denote by
S=A:2S1 . (3.4)
Then we have
S # L(D(A:2); H ). (3.5)
Let H=V_H with the naturally induced inner product
( (u, v), (u^, v^))H=a(u, u^)+c(v, v^).
Usually, H is regarded as the finite energy state space of the system (3.1).
We define operator A in H as follows:
D(A)=[(u, v) | u # D(A1&(:2)), v # V,
{A1&(:2)u+Sv # D(A:2)] (3.6)A(u, v)=(v, &A:2[A1&(:2)u+Sv]).
Denote by b(v)=b(v, v).
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Theorem 3.1. Let the conditions (A1)(A3) hold. Assume there exists
constant *00 such that
*0 &v&2+Re b(v)0, \v # V. (3.7)
Then A generates a C0-semigroup, etA, on H.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume *0=0. Otherwise, we con-
sider b0(v)=b(v)+*0 &v&2. Then S0=S+*0 A&:2, A0=A&B where
B # L(H), B(u, v)=(0, *0v). Thus A generates a C0-semigroup if and
only if A0 does.
Since
Re(A(u, v), (u, v))H=&b(v)0, \(u, v) # D(A), (3.8)
A is dissipative. It is obvious that Ker A=[0]. For any ( f, g) # H, let
u=&A&1+(:2)(A:2g+Sf ), v= f,
then (u, v) # D(A), A(u, v)=( f, g) and
|(u, v)|HM |( f, g)|H
for some M>0 independent of ( f, g). Therefore, A&1 # L(H), 0 # \(A)
and A is closed. Moreover, we see that R(*&A)=H for sufficiently small
*>0. By Theorem 4.6 in [21], D(A)=H. The conclusion now follows
from the LumerPhillips theorem. K
Theorem 3.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold and let
(w(t), w1(t))=etA(w0 , w1), (w0 , w1) # H. (3.9)
Then the function w( } ) is in C([0, ); V ) & C 1([0, ); H ). It satisfies
w* ( } )=w1( } ) and
d
dt
[c(w* (t), w^)+b(w(t), w^)]+a(w(t), w^)=0 \w^ # V, t>0 (3.10)
with the initial condition w(0)=w0 , w* (0)=w1 . Moreover, if (w0 , w1) #
D(A), then w( } ) # C 2([0, ); H ) & C 1([0, ); V ) & C([0, ); D(A1&(:2))
satisfies
w (t)+A:2(A1&(:2)w(t)+Sw* (t))=0, t0. (3.11)
Proof. When (w0 , w1) # D(A), we can directly verify the conclusion.
When (w0 , w1) # H, we can choose a sequence in D(A) converging to
(w0 , w1) in H, then use a standard limit process to finish the proof. K
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Remark 3.1. In Eq. (3.11), we do not distribute A:2 into the paren-
theses to obtain (1.1) since the sum of the two terms may be smoother than
each term. When B=A:, other kinds of factorization were proposed [3].
But none of them can cover the example given in the last section.
Remark 3.2. Banks et al. [2] gave the semigroup solution to (3.1) by
means of Gelfand triple V/H=H*/V*. Our representation (3.6) of
the generator of the semigroup only involves the spaces V and H. It plays
an important role in establishing our main result next section.
4. ANALYTICITY AND DIFFERENTIABILITY
Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a C0 -semigroup etA on H with
the type
|0= lim
t  +
ln &etA&
t
.
Definition 4.1. Semigroup etA is said to be of class G(=) for some
0<=1 if there exist _>|0 , M_1 such that
&(_+i|&A)&1&
M_
1+||| =
, \| # R. (4.1)
It is clear that if (4.1) holds for some _=_1>|0 , then it holds for all
_>|0 . A C0 -semigroup is of class G(1) if and only if it is analytic [21].
Crandall and Pazy [5] showed that if (4.1) holds, then etA is a differen-
tiable semigroup satisfying
lim
t  0+
t(2=)&1 &AetA&<+, (4.2)
which has some desired properties like those of an analytic semigroup [5].
A C0-semigroup satisfying (4.1) is also of Gevrey class + for +>(1=) [24].
Moreover, we point out that if etA is of class G(=), then et(A+B) is so for
any B # L(H).
Theorem 4.1. Let the conditions (A1)(A3) hold. Assume that for the
same : as in (A3) there exist constants *00, $>0 such that
*0 &v&2+Re b(v)$ &A:2v&2, \v # V. (4.3)
Then etA is of class G(=), where ==min[1, 2:].
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Proof. Since class G(=) of C0-semigroups is preserved under the
bounded perturbation of the infinitesimal generator, by the argument at
the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.1 we can assume *0=0 without
loss of generality. We will verify that iR/\(A) and (4.1) holds for
==min[1, 2:] and _=0. Since 0 # \(A), it suffices to show
|||&=&(i|&A)z&Hc>0 (4.4)
for all z # D(A) with the unit norm and for all |||>$0 # 12 &A&1&&1. If
(4.4) is false, then there exist a sequence of real numbers |n>$0 (or
|n< &$0 , the proof is analogous for this case) and a sequence of vectors
zn=(un , vn) # D(A) with the unit norm such that
&|&=n (i|n&A) zn&H  0, (4.5)
i.e.,
i|1&=n un&|
&=
n vn  0 in V, (4.6)
i|1&=n vn+|
&=
n A
:2[A1&(:2)un+Svn]#gn  0 in H. (4.7)
It follows from (4.5) that
Re c(|&=n (i|n&A) zn , zn)=|
&=
n Re c(Svn , A
:2vn)
=|&=n Re b(vn)  0. (4.8)
By the assumptions (4.3) and (A3) we have
&|&=2n A
:2vn&  0, |&=n b(vn)  0. (4.9)
Take the inner products of (4.6) with |=&1n un in V and (4.7) with |
=&1
n vn
in H. Then, from (3.3), (3.4), and (4.9) we get
i &un&2V&|
&1
n a(vn , un)  0, (4.10)
i &vn&2+|&1n c(A
1&(:2)un , A:2vn)  0. (4.11)
It follows from the imaginary part of the difference of (4.10) and (4.11) that
&un&2V&&vn &
2  0. (4.12)
Since &(un , vn)&H=1, we obtain
&un&2V 
1
2 , &vn&
2  12 . (4.13)
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Case i. When 12:1, we have ==1. Note that A
1&:un is bounded in
H. We take the inner product of (4.7) with it in H to get
ic(vn , A1&:un)+
1
|n
c(A:2[A1&(:2)un+Svn], A1&:un)
=ic(vn , A1&:un)+
1
|n
&A1&(:2)un &2+
1
|n
c(Svn , A1&(:2)un)  0. (4.14)
Thus
&|&12n A
1&(:2)un&2+c(|&12n Svn , |
&12
n A
1&(:2)un)=O(1), (4.15)
which further leads to
&|&(12)n A
1&(:2)un&=O(1) (4.16)
since &|&12n Svn &=o(1) from (3.5) and (4.9). Then, we apply (4.9) (with
==1) and (4.16) to (4.11) to obtain
&vn&  0, (4.17)
a contradiction with (4.13). Thus eAt is analytic.
Case ii. When 0<:< 12 , we have ==2:. Taking the inner product of
(4.7) with |4:&2n A
1&:un yields
&|:&1n A
1&(:2)un&2=c(|2:&1n gn&ivn , |
2:&1
n A
1&:un)
&c(|:&1n Svn , |
:&1
n A
1&(:2)un). (4.18)
By the interpolation inequality [21] we have
|2:&1n &A
1&:un&=|2:&1n &(A
(1&:)2)(1&2:)(1&:) (A12un)&
C|2:&1n &A12un&:(1&:) &A(1&:)2(A12un)&(1&2:)(1&:)
=C &A12un&:(1&:) &|:&1n A1&(:2)un &(1&2:)(1&:). (4.19)
Thus
&|:&1n A
1&(:2)un&2C &|2:&1n gn&ivn&
_&A12un &:(1&:) &|:&1n A
1&(:2)un&(1&2:)(1&:)
+&|:&1n Svn& &|
:&1
n A
1&(:2)un&. (4.20)
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It is clear that both A12un and |2:&1n gn&ivn are bounded in H. From
(3.5) and (4.9), |:&1n Svn is also bounded in H. Thus (4.20) implies
&|:&1n A
1&(:2)un&=O(1). (4.21)
Finally, we apply (4.21) and (4.9) (with ==2:) to (4.11) to again obtain
the contradiction &vn&  0. K
5. APPLICATIONS
Example 1. Consider Russell’s spacial hysteresis model for an elastic
beam [22]
{
\w &\|
L
0
h(x, !)[w* $(x, t)&w* $(!, t)] d!)$+(EIw")"=0
(5.1)
in (0, L)_R+,
w(0, t)=w$(0, t)=w"(L, t)=0, t>0,
&(EI(x) w")$ |x=L+|
L
0
h(L, !)[w* $(L, t)&w* $(!, t)] d!=0, t>0,
where the coefficient functions satisfy
0<c0\, EI # L(0, L), 0<c1h(x, !) # L((0, L)2), (5.2)
h(x, !)=h(!, x). (5.3)
Set
H=L2\(0, L), c(u, v)=|
L
0
\uv dx, (5.4)
V=[v # H 2(0, L) | v(0)=0, v$(0)=0],
(5.5)
a(u, v)=|
L
0
EIu"v " dx,
b(u, v)=|
L
0
|
L
0
h(x, !)[u$(x)&u$(!)] v$(x) d! dx. (5.6)
Then (3.1) is the variational evolution equation corresponding to (5.1).
Assumptions (A1) and (A2) are satisfied obviously. Since D(A12)=V,
defined in (5.5), we have
D(A14)=[v # H 1(0, L) | v(0)=0]. (5.7)
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Thus (A3) holds for := 12. Using the conditions on h(x, !), we now
calculate
b(u)=|
L
0
|
L
0
h(x, !)[u$(x)&u$(!)] u$(x) d! dx
=
1
2 |
L
0
|
L
0
h(x, !)[u$(x)&u$(!)] u$(x) d! dx
+
1
2 |
L
0
|
L
0
h(!, x)[u$(!)&u$(x)] u$(!) d! dx
=
1
2 |
L
0
|
L
0
h(x, !) |u$(x)&u$(!)| 2 d! dx

c1
2 |
L
0
|
L
0
|u$(x)&u$(!)| 2 d! dx
=c1 |
L
0
|
L
0
[u$(x)&u$(!)] u$(x) d! dx
=c1 _L |
L
0
|u$(x)| 2 dx&|u(L)| 2& , \u # V. (5.8)
Observing
|u(L)| 2=2Re |
L
0
u$u dx

L
2 |
L
0
|u$| 2 dx+
2
L |
L
0
|u| 2 dx, \u # V, (5.9)
from (5.7) and (5.8) we know that (4.3) also holds for := 12. Hence, the
damped system (5.1) is associated with an analytic semigroup etA. We will
prove that etA is exponentially stable, although the quadratic form on
damping, b( } ), is allowed to be not positive definite. Since etA is an
analytic semigroup of contractions, we only need to show iR/\(A) or an
equivalent condition (see [4], for example)
{a(u, u^)&|
2c(u, u^)=0, \u^ # V
b(u)=0, u # V, | # R =O u=0 in V. (5.10)
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By the Schwarz inequality,
|u(L)| 2= } |
L
0
u$ dx}
2
\|
L
0
|u$| dx+
2
L |
L
0
|u$| 2 dx, \u # V.
The equality in (5.11) holds if and only if u$= constant. This, combined
with u # V, implies |u(L)|2<L L0 |u$|
2 dx whenever u{0 in V. Thus, from
(5.8) we see b(u)>0 for all nonzero u # V. Condition (5.10) has been
verified.
Proposition 5.1. Russell ’s model (5.1) is associated with an exponen-
tially stable, analytic semigroup on the finite energy state space V_H.
Example 2. Consider a model of bending vibrations of a pipeline with
a structural damping containing flowing fluid (see [15] for the case
without damping)
(\+\1) w +(EIw")"+\1’2w"+2\1’w* $&(dw* $)$=0
{ in (0, L)_R+, (5.12)w(0, t)=w(L, t)=w$(0, t)=w$(L, t)=0, t>0.
where \, \1 is the mass density per unit length of the pipe, the fluid, respec-
tively, ’ is the velocity of the fluid, and EI is the flexural rigidity of the
pipe. We assume that the coefficient functions satisfy
0<c0\, EI, d # L(0, L), 0\1 , ’ # L(0, L). (5.13)
Let
H=L2(0, L), c(u, v)=|
L
0
(\+\1) uv dx, (5.14)
V=H 20(0, L), a(u, v)=|
L
0
EIu"v " dx, (5.15)
b(u, v)=|
L
0
(du$v $+2\1’u$v ) dx. (5.16)
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Then, the variational evolution equation corresponding to (5.12) is
c(w (t), w^)+b(w* (t), w^)+a(w(t), w^)+|
L
0
\1’2w"w^ dx=0,
\w^ # V, t>0. (5.17)
It is clear that assumptions (A1)(A3) hold for := 12 , and D(A
14)=H 10(0, L).
Inequality (4.3) with := 12 follows from the estimate below:
Re b(u)=Re |
L
0
(; |u$| 2+2\1’u$u ) dx

c0
2 |
L
0
|u$| 2 dx&
2
c0 |
L
0
|\1’u| 2 dx. (5.18)
Therefore, etA is an analytic semigroup. Define in H=H 20(0, L)_L
2(0, L)
B(u, v)=(0, \1’2u"), \(u, v) # H. (5.19)
Then B # L(H). Thus, et(A+B) is also an analytic semigroup. It is not
hard to see that semigroup et(A+B) yields the solution to (5.17) in the sense
given by Theorem 3.2. Finally, we point out that equation (2.4) is the
special case of (5.12).
Example 3. Consider the following equation
w &(w$$$$$+d(x) w* $)$=0 in (0, L)_R+,
{w(0, t)=w(L, t)=w"(0, t)=w"(L, t)=w$$$$(0, t) (5.20)=w$$$$(L, t)=0, t>0.
where 0<c0d(x) # L(0, L). Let
H=L2(0, L), c(u, v)=|
L
0
uv dx, (5.21)
V=[v # H 10(0, L) & H
3(0, L) | v"(0)=v"(L)=0], (5.22)
a(u, v)=|
L
0
u$$$v $$$ dx, b(u, v)=|
L
0
d(x) u$v $ dx. (5.23)
Then (3.1) is the variational evolution equation corresponding to (5.20).
Assumption (A1) and (A2) are satisfied. Since
D(A16)=H 10(0, L), (5.24)
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assumption (A3) holds for := 13. Finally, condition (4.3) is obviously true
in this case. We conclude that the semigroup etA associated with equation
(5.20) is of class G(23).
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